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PLANNING & TIMING
It sure is interesting to see
how our perceptions on events
can change with the mindset
we are in at the current time.
Sometimes we look at a rain as
a lifesaver for our crops and our
income. Other times, we look at
a rain as destroying our crops
and income. It just depends on
which hat we have on at which
time.
Timing and planning is
so very essential to success! The timing of marketing
decisions, tillage and crop production practices, harvesting, and maintenance are so very important. In
this issue, we will try to emphasize some timing issues
that hopefully will help you and your local cooperative on your operations.
Planning and timing of facility upgrades are
continuous topics for your board. Your elected board
of directors recently toured the Farmers Coop facilities in mid-July to hopefully get a first-hand look at
the needs of the membership for the future. On the

Terry Kohler

tour, we logged over 130 miles and spent 7 hours at
and between the locations.
At the same time, this tour gave the board
members a sense of the Farmers Coop territory. It can
be easy for us all to only understand our own world,
whether that is the section we live in, our community,
county, state, or country. It is a world market and
economy today, and we must keep that that big picture in mind. Please keep open to needs of the world
when planting your crops, working your ground, or
marketing your products.
We can do everything right in planning for the
future, but if we don’t get help from Mother Nature
in a timely fashion, all can be lost. By the same token,
if we refuse to plan and manage what we think will
happen, when the moisture or the heat comes, we
need to act and not miss a opportunity that was presented for us.
We can all use a little humility everyday to
make sure we understand our true purpose in life.
Tell someone thank you for our blessings every day.
We are truly blessed!

DECISIONS NOW & DOWN THE ROAD
Jon Kerschen
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In production agriculture, timing is everything. Whether it is planting,
harvesting, marketing, or that timely
rain, a day or even hours can drastically
affect production.
As for board action, timing is
no less important; we must balance
decisions that need to be made in the
immediate as well as in the future.
The board of directors meets monthly,
which helps to avoid making rash and
maybe irresponsible decisions. Meeting monthly allows board members
time to reflect on discussions and ideas
from the board room and get feedback
from patrons. It is not unlikely to have
items on the agenda for several months
before a decision is made.
Coop management is responsible for making the daily operations
decisions to keep business moving
forward and taking care of the patrons’
needs in a timely manner. The board
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Wit and wisdom from the Feedstore:

Every path has a few puddles.

has the responsibility of looking to the
future needs of the cooperative and
insuring a balance sheet that can maintain those needs. Maintaining a strong
balance sheet is imperative to allow the
coop to stay up-to-date with its machinery, technology, and human resources.
The board has committed a tremendous
amount of resources to maintaining and
updating the application equipment in
recent years.
In addition to meeting the present and immediate needs of the cooperative, many of the considerations of the
board may take years to bring to fruition. The board utilizes annual planning
session to try to focus on a vision that
may be many years down the road. For
example, the need to build additional
storage at Anness and Varner was identified after several years of information
was gathered and deliberated over.
Considering the proper location, type of

storage, and need for the producer were
all taken into account leading up to
the decision to spend over two million
dollars in adding storage to those two
locations.
The board recently toured all
of the facilities except CCGP elevator. It
is a good practice for the board to get
out of their individual areas and see the
company-wide facilities and the needs
at those locations. The wish list is long;
the board will have to be diligent in
its planning to try and serve the needs
of producers in the coming years. The
goal is to meet the needs of patrons in a
timely manner all the while remaining
a profitable and competitive business.
Realizing that the board’s timetable is
many times measured in years and not
days may help in understanding the
decisions that we make.
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HARVEST 2014 BY THE NUMBERS

ARE YOU BATTLING HERBICIDE RESISTANCE?
James Renner

HOW WEED RESISTANCE DEVELOPS
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• Weed control has always been a challenge because
weeds compete for the same things that crops do:
light, water, and nutrients
• Biotype: a small number of plants within a species
that have a distinct makeup that allows them to
tolerate a particular chemical
• Multiple weed biotypes can exist in a single field
(glyphosate, ALS inhibitors, triazines, etc.)

GARDEN PLAIN: 555,373.00
NORWICH: 262,825.35
ANNESS: 320,675.01
RAGO: 24,248.80
CLONMEL: 296,764.66
CHENEY: 478,954.67
BELMONT: 276,268.34
PRETTY PRAIRIE: 111,539.00
KINGMAN: 70,298.00
VARNER: 218,533.66

FUEL, TIMING & MAINTAINENCE

COMMON FACTORS PRESENT WHERE
RESISTANCE EXISTS
• Did not apply a pre-emergent herbicide
• Limited or no crop rotation
• High dependency on one mode of action and not using multiple modes of action
• Reduced rates of chemicals
• Poor spraying conditions (weather)
• Weed size is already totally out of hand
• Lack of knowledge that resistance exists

CHARACTERISTICS THAT FACILIATE
HERBICIDE RESISTANCE
• Large amounts of seed per plant (e.g. single female
Palmer Amaranth plant can produce up to 1,000,000
seeds by the end of the growing season)
• High levels of germination of those seeds
• Multiple generations per year
• Known resistance already
• Resistant biotypes that exist in native weed populations

Susie Graber

WEED MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
• Start with a clean field (conventional tillage or notill)
• Use of Pre-emergent herbicides up front (Valor,
Authority, and Canopy, etc.)
• Scout fields often both before and after herbicide
application
• Control weeds early
• Add different modes of action
• Rotation
• Clean equipment

What a difference some rain makes! It has been a long time since our area has been this green and beautiful. However, the timing of the moisture was not beneficial to the wheat crop and created quite a challenge for this year’s harvest.
Hopes are for a more bountiful fall harvest in our area.
Timing is important in taking care of your fuel storage, also. When fall comes, we need to prepare to change to a
winter blend fuel. Season changes are also a good time for you to complete tank maintenance. With the new diesel formulations, it is very important to change your filters and drain your tanks at least twice a year.
During the last part of September, the CHS terminal at McPherson will be doing a large maintenance project and
will be down for at least six weeks. We will fill all of our storage ahead of this to try to prepare for the shutdown. If you will
be using much diesel during this time period, we would like for you to also store some diesel at your location ahead of this
shutdown. We will be getting you more information on this as the time gets closer.
It is always a good time to thank you for your continued support and patronage!
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Wit and wisdom from the Feedstore:

Don’t judge folks by their relatives.
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UNDERSTANDING MATURITY.
Doug Scheer

How late can I plant milo? Should I go with an
early maturity bean? Is it too late for beans? These are
a few of the most common questions that came up concerning double crop acres in the month of July that I
would like to try and clarify for you. First of all, it is important to note that milo and soybeans are two vastly different crops with two very different ways of expressing
maturity, and, therefore, we use their respective maturity
rankings in different ways.
Milo or grain sorghum (and also corn) maturity is
determined by the amount of heat units required for the
particular variety to go through the process of germination to physiological maturity, or grain dry down. The
formula most often used in the United States is the Modified Growing Degree Day. This formula gives the number
of days required for the plant to reach maturity based
on normal temperatures for a particular region. This
formula is calculated by taking the high temperature for
the day (maximum of 86o) plus the low temperature for
the day (minimum of 50o) and dividing by 2, which gives
you an average for the day; then subtract 50.nThe resulting number is the number of heat units accumulated
for that particular day. The maturity for different milo
hybrids ranges from approximately 90-120 days. Typically, a longer maturity hybrid will produce higher yields
and should be planted early, but one must also consider
different management strategies such as if the producer
is wanting to go back to wheat once the milo crop is
harvested. In that case, you may want to select a shorter
maturity hybrid to allow for time to till the ground and
the wheat planted by the desired date. Keep in mind that
a listed maturity for a particular hybrid is not exact and
may vary by a few days in either direction. For example,
Dekalb DKS37-07 is listed as a 108 day maturity, but its
actual days to maturity may range from approximately
105 to 110 days depending on weather patterns experienced throughout the growing season.
Soybeans are not regulated by a set number
of days or heat units. Instead, they are a photoperiod

sensitive plant, which means they are regulated by the
amount of daylight hours in a day. The maturity of a soybean might better be explained as day length sensitivity.
An earlier maturing soybean such as a 3.8 maturity will
stop blooming and pod set earlier than a later maturity
such as a 4.8. Again, this is also dependent on environmental condition, but a 3.8 maturity will generally reach
maturity around mid-September. Most seed companies
will rate their maturities by 2 days per point of maturity,
and therefore a 4.8 bean should finish about 20 days later
than a 3.8 maturity bean.
Understanding the maturity of the crops we
plant is crucial for determining what will bring us the
most yield as well as for management and planning for
the next crop. If planting milo without the intention of
rotating back to wheat, we would typically start planting
a full season variety with a longer maturity and gradually moving to a shorter maturity hybrid as the season
progresses. Soybeans are just the opposite. Typically, we
should start with a shorter maturity and gradually move
to a later maturity to extend the growing season as long
as possible, especially if double cropped behind wheat
or if weather conditions force us to plant late. Every new
season brings a new environment to manage. Instead of
planting the same maturity on every acre, I strongly suggest planting a range of maturities of soybeans in order
to better manage harvest date so that not all of your
beans are ready to harvest at the same time. With milo,
we can control harvest date with not only hybrid selection but also planting dates.
I hope this helps clarify the difference between
heat unit driven crop maturities versus a photoperiod
driven crop without causing too much confusion. If you
have any questions I would be glad to answer them for
you. I have included a chart from Monsanto specifically
for the state of Kansas that gives the latest recommended
date of planting for several of their most common milo
hybrids.

STRONG PAST. POWERFUL FUTURE.

DEKALB GRAIN SORGHUM PLANTING
CUTOFF DATES BY PRODUCT AND GEOGRAPHY IN KS
South Central Kansas Locations: Wellington, KS Wichita, KS Newton, KS
Hutchinson, KS Pratt, KS
Avg. first 32° frost date:* Oct. 20
Oct. 25
Oct. 21
Oct. 17
Oct. 16
Product
Days to Flower Planting Cutoff Date for Select Locations Based on Maturity and First Frost Date
DK28E Variety
58
8-Jul
13-Jul
9-Jul
5-Jul
4-Jul
DKS28-05 Brand
57
9-Jul
14-Jul
10-Jul
6-Jul
7-Jul
DKS29-28 Brand
58
8-Jul
13-Jul
9-Jul
5-Jul
6-Jul
Pulsar Brand
60
6-Jul
11-Jul
7-Jul
3-Jul
4-Jul
DKS36-06 Brand
61
5-Jul
10-Jul
6-Jul
2-Jul
3-Jul
DKS37-07 Variety
62
4-Jul
9-Jul
5-Jul
1-Jul
2-Jul
DKS38-88 Brand
64
2-Jul
7-Jul
3-Jul
29-Jun
30-Jun
DKS41-50 Brand
67
29-Jun
4-Jul
30-Jun
26-Jun
27-Jun
DKS44-20 Brand
66
30-Jun
5-Jul
1-Jul
27-Jun
28-Jun
DKS49-45 Brand
70
26-Jun
1-Jul
27-Jun
23-Jun
24-Jun
DKS51-01 Brand
70
26-Jun
1-Jul
27-Jun
23-Jun
24-Jun
DKS53-53 Brand
72
24-Jun
29-Jun
25-Jun
21-Jun
22-Jun
DKS53-67 Brand
71
25-Jun
30-Jun
26-Jun
22-Jun
23-Jun
DKS54-00 Variety
74
22-Jun
27-Jun
23-Jun
19-Jun
20-Jun
*Average first 32° F Frost Dates for select locations provided by KSU Weather Data Library (30 year Avg. 1961 – 1990)
Southwest Kansas Locations: Kinsley, KS Cimarron, KS Mead, KS
Liberal, KS
Garden City, KS
Oct. 13
Avg. first 32° frost date:* Oct. 18
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Product
Days to Flower Planting Cutoff Date for Select Locations Based on Maturity and First Frost Date
DK28E Variety
58
6-Jul
28-Jun
5-Jul
12-Jul
1-Jul
DKS28-05 Brand
57
7-Jul
29-Jun
6-Jul
13-Jul
2-Jul
DKS29-28 Brand
58
6-Jul
28-Jun
5-Jul
12-Jul
1-Jul
Pulsar Brand
60
4-Jul
26-Jun
3-Jul
10-Jul
29-Jun
DKS36-06 Brand
61
3-Jul
25-Jun
2-Jul
9-Jul
28-Jun
DKS37-07 Variety
62
2-Jul
24-Jun
1-Jul
8-Jul
27-Jun
DKS38-88 Brand
64
30-Jun
22-Jun
29-Jun
6-Jul
25-Jun
DKS41-50 Brand
67
27-Jun
19-Jun
26-Jun
3-Jul
22-Jun
DKS44-20 Brand
66
28-Jun
20-Jun
27-Jun
4-Jul
23-Jun
DKS49-45 Brand
70
24-Jun
16-Jun
23-Jun
30-Jun
19-Jun
DKS51-01 Brand
70
24-Jun
16-Jun
23-Jun
30-Jun
19-Jun
DKS53-53 Brand
72
22-Jun
14-Jun
21-Jun
28-Jun
17-Jun
DKS53-67 Brand
71
23-Jun
15-Jun
22-Jun
29-Jun
18-Jun
DKS54-00 Variety
74
20-Jun
12-Jun
19-Jun
26-Jun
15-Jun
*Average first 32° F Frost Dates for select locations provided by KSU Weather Data Library (30 year Avg. 1961 – 1990)
Choosing the best grain sorghum maturity to plant can be based on predicting cool temperatures and reaching a certain growth
stage prior to the onset of cool weather. Flowering is especially sensitive to prolonged (12 to 24 hours) temperatures below 60° F.
Grain sorghum requires 35 days to go from pollination (flowering date) to physiologic maturity prior to the first frost date. This 35
day period assumes good growing conditions and relatively warm temperatures. With later planting dates, grain fill will likely be
occurring in September and October. Cool temperatures can extend the window from flowering to maturity and therefore a 45 day
period was used in the above tables to estimate planting cutoff dates for select locations based on average first frost dates.
Individual results may vary, and performance may vary from location to location and from year to year. This result may not be an indicator of results you may obtain
as local growing, soil and weather conditions may vary. Growers should evaluate data from multiple locations and years whenever possible. Asgrow®, DEKALB and
Design®, DEKALB®, are trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. ©2014 Monsanto Company.
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KANSAS RANK IN Understanding
I CHECKED
THE
RA
I
N
the importance of timeliness and reflection
U.S. AGRICULTURE
Doug Bates

U.S.
Rank

Commodity and Date

Number

Unit

Percent of
U.S. Total

1

Wheat, All, production, 2013 .......................................................

319,200,000

bushels

15.0

1

Sorghum for Grain, production, 2013.........................................

165,200,000

bushels

42.5

2

Sorghum for Silage, production, 2013 .......................................

1,540,000

tons

28.4

2

Cropland, total, acres, Census of Agriculture, 2012 ...................

28,503,265

acres

7.3

3

Cattle and Calves, All, inventory, January 1, 2014 ....................

5,800,000

head

6.6

3

Cattle on Feed, inventory, January 1, 2014 ................................

2,130,000

head

16.8

3

Land in Farms, 2013 ...................................................................

46,100,000

acres

5.0

3

Off Farm Grain Storage Capacity, December 1, 2013 ..............

1,000,000,000

bushels

9.6

3

Principal Crops Harvested, 2013 ..............................................

21,881,000

acres

7.2

3

Red Meat Production, Commercial, 2013 .................................

5,388,100,000

pounds

11.0

4

Hay, All, production, 2013............................................................

6,545,000

tons

4.8

4

Hay, Other, production, 2013.......................................................

4,620,000

tons

5.9

4

Potatoes, Summer, production, 2013 .........................................

1,505,000

cwt

8.7

4

Sunflower, All, production, 2013 .................................................

82,000,000

pounds

4.0

4

Sunflower, Non-oil Type, production, 2013 ...............................

24,000,000

pounds

6.2

5

Sunflower, Oil Type, production, 2013 .......................................

58,000,000

pounds

3.5

6

Canola, production, Census of Agriculture, 2012 ........................

30,719,262

pounds

1.3

6

Cropland, Irrigated, Census of Agriculture, 2012 .......................

2,881,292

acres

5.2

7

Beef Cows, All, inventory, January 1, 2014 ................................

1,414,000

head

4.9

7

Cash Receipts from Farm Marketings, 2012 ............................ 16,223,254,000

dollars

4.1

8

Bison, inventory, Census of Agriculture, 2012 ............................

6,638

head

4.1

8

Corn for Grain, production, 2013 ................................................

508,000,000

bushels

3.6

9

Calf Crop, inventory, 2013 ...........................................................

1,280,000

head

3.8

10

Hogs and Pigs, All, inventory, December 1, 2013......................

1,770,000

head

2.7

10

On Farm Grain Storage Capacity, December 1, 2013 ..............

380,000,000

bushels

2.9

11

Pig Crop, December 1, 2013 .......................................................

3,133,000

head

2.7

11

Beans, Dry Edible, Pinto, production, 2013 ...............................

63,000

cwt

0.7

11

Sheep and Lambs, Market, January 1, 2014 .............................

27,000

head

2.0

11

Soybeans, production, 2013 ........................................................

127,440,000

bushels

3.9

12

Number of Farms, 2013 ..............................................................

61,800

number

2.9

13

Hay, Alfalfa, production, 2013 .....................................................

1,925,000

tons

3.3

16

Milk Cows, All, inventory, January 1, 2014 .................................

136,000

Head

1.5
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Wit and wisdom from the Feedstore:

I checked the rain gauge
as I left on the morning of July 10,
and it measured 1.3” of rain. We
sure have been blessed as of late
with moisture, and, knock on wood,
the drought may be over. I was
convinced of the same thing last
July, though. I once heard someone
say, “We are only 10 days from a
drought,” and I think he is right!
With harvest over and rain
keeping me from what I need to
be doing, I’m taking some time to
reflect on how I did with my farming this past year. I know that I
can take the drought out of the
equation--it was out of my hands-but there were some things that I
could have done that would have
helped my yields. Did I do things in
a timely manner? Often, timing is
the difference between great yields
or average yields and, this year, between average and below average
yields.
When I think of my canola,
I should have planted it in the time
frame that I recommend to all
producers--September 10. The zero
temperatures that we had this past
winter and a small canola plant
equated to winter kill. I top dressed

at the appropriate time but held off
on the last spraying of glyphosate
because when I scouted this spring,
I didn’t see any rye. When the canola was
swathed,
however,
there
was
some rye
along
with an
abundance of
weeds.
I’m sure
that this
decreased
yield and
made it
hard to pick the windrows up.
One positive decision I made
was putting herbicide on my wheat
when I top-dressed; it paid off in
spades. There weren’t any broadleaf weeds when I cut. I just wish
there would have been something I
could have done with the crabgrass.
It will make a nice supplemental
crop, though, because I plan on having it hayed.

As soon as harvest is over,
the next crop preparation started.
My burn down is complete, and I
can picture my seedbed for planting both
canola and
wheat.
I won’t
disturb the
canola, and
I know that
the wheat
roots will
follow that
taproot
down deep
into the
soil where,
hopefully,
moisture is
being stockpiled until later. I am going to swath
and bale the crabgrass leaving very
little residue on top of the ground
so the canola growing point won’t
elevate too much.
With a more timely planting
date, my vision is for six foot tall 50
bushel canola next year and better
than average wheat. If I can get my
timing down, I know that I will be
on the right track.

MEET JADEN DEVORE
I grew up on a family farm here in Cheney, and I am proud to still be a part of that operation. Last
August, I married my wife, Shanna, a farmer’s daughter from Minneola, Kanas, which is west of
Dodge. I graduated from Kansas State University in May with a degree in agricultural economics and
a minor in animal science and industries. Farmers Cooperative hired me on June 2nd as an outside
sales representative, and my territory will include all locations west of Cheney. During the next couple months, my goal is to try and get to your farm to gain an understanding of your operation. Hopefully, we can discuss how the coop might be able to help your operation. If by chance I haven’t made
it out to visit with you, please call me anytime at 316-217-1369. I look forward to meeting you and
helping you reach your production goals.
The best sermons are lived, not preached.
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NEWS FROM THE

FEED STORE
Timing is great if you are in the cattle business! Grass is green, feed
is getting less expensive, and the cattle market remains strong. Times are
good.
In the last newsletter, we talked about the profit that could be
made on a grass creep program. That profit is even greater now with lower feed costs. With a conversion rate of four pounds of feed to one pound
of beef, it is a real money maker. Basically, you spend one dollar for feed
to get two dollars of beef, which seems like a good plan to me.
We have recently made some big changes to the feed department.
We have made a real commitment to partner with you, the producer.
Farmers Coop has hired Rob Paxson as an LPS: Livestock Production
Specialist. Rob joins us with his lifetime passion for livestock and the feeding industry, and his duties will mainly consist of country calls to meet
producers at their level to help design an effective and profitable feeding
strategy for their individual program. We are excited about this addition.
We feel this service will separate us from others in the feed business by
having a qualified person on the front lines.
Similar to the agronomy Answer Plot, we will be conducting customer feeding trials to gain real time information. Give us a call if you
would like to participate in a trial.
Remember, we have fly control products: dust bags, oiler ropes,
mineral feeder flaps, and the most fun, the Vet Gun, which shoots insecticide capsules for pasture treatment. Also, we have the Pneu Dart air rifle
to administer pasture treatments of antibiotics. Both guns are in stock and
for sale or daily rental.
Thanks for your business. Now is the time to let us help you take
advantage of the markets; give us a call.

Joe Krehbiel

ROB PAXSON

Rob was raised on an 1,100
acre dry land farm with a 200 head
commercial cow herd in Mitchell
County, Kansas. He graduated from
NCKATVS in Beloit with an agribusiness degree. Rob has been in
all phase of livestock production
with an emphasis on nutrition and
animal husbandry including beef,
equine, swine, sheep, and goat as
well as small animal. Rob has been
involved with Purina Mills for the
past 10 years, and he truly believes
in Purina’s commitment to highest quality nutritional values and
sound business practices.
When Rob is not working,
he loves spending time with his
wife, Renee, and children and their
spouses, Crystal and Corey; Rachael
and Levi; Tanner and Macee; Trenton; and Taylor as well as his two
grandsons, Kinsler and Cael.

WHAT
IF?

?
Brad Scheer

We have another wheat harvest in the books, and I’m sure it is one that
many of you, just like Farmers Coop, would like to try and forget. However, we
don’t want you or the coop to forget about it. It’s never easy to prepare for a
harvest like this, but we need to always realize and remember that these type of
years can happen very easily. Looking back at the early stages of this wheat crop,
we all thought we were preparing for what looked like could be another tremendous wheat crop. But, then the lack of moisture really became a huge factor, and
we were all watching yields decrease each day that we missed out on chances
for moisture. We were literally just a couple of rains away from having another
wonderful crop. Timing is everything, and we have no control over when we will
receive the much needed moisture for our crops--or if we will even receive it at
all.
We can’t try to make ourselves forget about this harvest, though, because
the truth is these types of years are the ones we need to remember so we can
always do what is needed to prepare for the what if situations. So, “what if” we
have another year like this? Ask yourself that question now, and have a plan
in place. Do you have the appropriate insurance coverage to help subsidize in
case of crop failure? What are your plans after wheat? What if you aren’t able to
deliver enough bushels to fulfill your contract obligations? These are just a few of
the issues that you need to be addressing within your operation.
With fall harvest just around the corner and looking really good, at least
for the moment, make sure you remember what if and be prepared just in case.

WHAT IF?

You may remember
seeing this infographic
earlier this spring--right
at the time when the
wheat crop desperately
needed a rain. Years
like this one remind us
that we need to ask
ourselves, “What if...”
and prepare a plan for
conditions that are less
than ideal.
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Wit and wisdom from the Feedstore:

Forgive your enemies; it messes with their heads.

Farmers Cooperative
Elevator Company
1-800-525-7490
316-542-0463 (fax)

Location Phone Numbers
Anness: call Clonmel
Belmont: 620-297-3911
Cheney: 316-542-3181
1-800-525-7490
Main Office: 316-542-3182
TBA: 316-542-3381
Clonmel: 620-545-7138
Garden Plain: 316-535-2221
1-800-200-2122
GP Feed Store: 316-535-2291
Grain Market: 316-531-2681
Kingman: 620-532-2662
Murdock: call Cheney
Norwich: 620-478-2272
Pretty Prairie & Varner: 620-459-6513
Rago: call Belmont

SEEKING PHOTOGRAPHS
Do you have a great photograph that you would like to
share with Partners in Production? We are looking for photographs to feature in upcoming issues. Photographs can
be of your operation, a great
farming moment captured on
film, a stunning landscape,
animals in nature, or anything
that relates to agriculture, production, or our beautiful area.
Submit photos to
emilykerschen@hotmail.com,
and we might just feature
your picture in a future issue.
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JULY

It sure has been nice getting all of this rain even if it was a little late for most of the wheat. However, the rain
does bring about some problems such as fungus. I am seeing fungus in the vegetable garden as well as in home lawns.
Fungicides always work better as a preventative rather than a curative. Make an application of Fertilome Broad Spectrum
Fungicide at the first sign of a problem.
With rain also comes mosquitoes. I was in Barton and Reno County the other day and thought I was going to
need a blood transfusion after all of the mosquito bites that I received. Nearly every customer I saw in that area bought
some Hi-Yield 38 Plus. This product is great for ridding your landscape of those pesky blood suckers not to mention it is a
high concentration, so a little bit goes a long way.

AUGUST

Fertilize your strawberry beds now for a better crop next spring. Fertilizing in August will promote the development of daughter plants and more fruit buds, which results in more fruit next spring. Use 13-13-13 at a rate of
approximately 5.5 pounds per 100 feet row, or 46-0-0 at 1.5 pounds per 100 feet row.
If you are planning on planting a new lawn next month, you will need to eliminate everything that is currently growing now. Hi-Yield Killzall does a great job of killing anything that is actively green; it has the same
ingredient as Roundup and is usually less expensive. Repeat applications may be necessary on tough weeds and
grass such as bindweed and Bermuda grass.

SEPTEMBER

This is one of the most important months of the year for fescue and
bluegrass. If you need to overseed or plant a new lawn, it should be done this
month. Use Gard’n-Wise Premium Fescue seed to ensure you get clean seed
and varieties that are proven to perform well in our area. New lawns should
be seeded at 6-8 pounds per 1,000 square feet. Over seeding should be done
at 4-6 pounds per 1,000 square feet. Use a starter fertilizer at the time of
seeding such as 13-13-13 to help get the roots down deep to survive the freezing and thawing of our winters. Fertilize your existing fescue or bluegrass
with a high nitrogen fertilizer to help thicken it up and provide you with
an earlier spring green up. Apply approximately 1½ pounds of nitrogen per
1,000 square feet. Some good examples would be 20-0-0, 32-0-8, or 46-0-0 at
the above rate. Don’t miss this opportunity to make a world of difference to
your lawn. Fertilizing in the spring isn’t as beneficial and usually causes a lot
of top growth, which results in a lot of mowing.

GARD’N

WISE
Troy Simmons

